This study tested whether or not cross-cultural differences in attachment classification distnbutions result from systematic differences in coding practices First, we investigated whether or not fhe Interactive scales have been scored consistently in several different cross-cultural samples Second, the Richters, Waters, and Vaughn (19881 functions were applied to address the question of whether or not attachment classifications were consistently based upon the same pattern of mteractive behaviors Third, cross-cultural coding differences were described from a multivanate perspective Data sets from seven mvestigators in six countnes were available for analysis Analyses on this "multinational data set" revealed that except for distance interaction, the mteractive scales in the two reunion episodes were scored in accordance with the original coding rules Furthermore, a good to reasonable agreement appeared to exist between the original classifications and those computed by the functions, except for mfants older than 20 months of age The multivanate prmcipal component analysis showed that classiflcation groups across cultures were more alike than cultures across classiflcation groups Our data showed, therefore, that attachment classifications have been consistently coded across cultures cross-cultural studies attachment Strange Situation coding System cross-cultural validity classiflcation functions crymg replicated prmcipal component analysis
designed to observe parent-infant attachment during a series of increasingly stressful episodes. Infants' behavior during reunion with the parent after a short Separation is classified into three main categories of attachment. The securely attached group (B) shows minimal resistant and avoidant behavior. These children are somewhat upset when their caregiver has left, but his or her return has a calming effect. Avoidant children (A) do not seek proximity or contact to their returning caregiver, instead they show avoidant behavior. Resistant or ambivalent children (C) seek contact but resist the caregiver at the same time. Some resistant children are unable to settle within the 3-min reunion episodes (Ainsworth et al., 1978) .
Implicit in the debate about the cross-cultural validity of the Strange Situation procedure is the existence of a satisfactory reliability of the measurement of attachment. In particular, it is taken for granted that cross-cultural dißerences in attachment classification distributions do not result from systematic differences in coding practices. Although satisfactory intercoder agreements have been reported in all studies relevant to the cross-cultural debate, (informal) "interlaboratory" agreement has only been established for those studies in which the same researcher scored the Strange Situation procedure or trained coders to apply the classification guidelines of Ainsworth et al. (1978) . Although Ainsworth et al. described their coding rules in great detail, a set of precoded Strange Situation videotapes to standardize coding practices across laboratories is not yet available (see Richters, Waters, & Vaughn, 1988) .
In general, coders expect to find a distribution comparable to the Ainsworth distribution (see Ainsworth et al., 1978, p. 98) . However, in the case of deviating distributions, the possibility of unintentionally changing the Interpretation of the coding rules cannot be excluded, even in the case of the same coder participating in different studies. For example, in a sample with an overrepresentation of resistantly attached infants, a child showing only a modest degree of resistance behavior may have a greater chance of being classified äs securely attached than in a sample with an overrepresentation of avoidantly attached infants. A drift in classification criteria across laboratories that find differently skewed distributions may, therefore, be present and may determine discrepancies with the true distributions to an unknown degree. Richters et al. (1988) developed a series of classification functions to objectively classify infants' attachments only on the basis of the Interactive scales and crying behavior in the two Strange Situation reunion episodes. The functions were developed and validated on data from 255 Strange Situations conducted and coded by Ainsworth and her colleagues. The cross-validation showed high agreement between computed and original classifications. Therefore, these functions may effectively prevent the drift in classification criteria and constitute an important way to calibrate applications of Ainsworth's classification System to her original codings and to enhance interlaboratory agreement.
In this study, we evaluated the cross-cultural consistency of coding Strange Situation data in three ways. First, we investigated whether the interactive scales, such äs proximity seeking, contact maintaining, avoidance, resistance, and distance interaction, have been scored consistently. Coding these scales is the first Step in classifying Strange Situations (Ainsworth et al., 1978) . More specifically, we tested per classification category whether mean scores on the interactive scales in several crosscultural samples systematically deviate from the mean scores on the same scales reported by Ainsworth et al. (1978) . Second, we addressed the question of whether or not attachment classifications in several different cross-cultural samples are consistently based upon the same patterns of interactive behaviors. More specifically, we applied the Richters et al. (1988) classification functions to evaluate whether or not cross-cultural differences exist in reproducing attachment classifications on the basis of interactive scales. Finally, we performed a replicated principal component analysis on the two sample-by-interactive-scales matrices with means from the two reunion episodes to find a graphical representation for the samples and interactive scales jointly. This provided further insight into crosscultural coding differences from a multivariate perspective.
METHOD

Subjects
Data sets from seven investigators in six countries were available for analysis (see Sagi, 1990) , and the combined samples of Ainsworth et al. (1978) served äs a Standard for the first pari of the study. In Table l , attachment classification distributions of each sample äs used in this study are presented; effective total sample size was 442. These distributions are not identical to previously published distributions for the data set due to the regrettable elimination of several subjects who had no valid data in one or more reunion episode or directly preceding stranger episodes. We have also included the "global" distribution of attachment classifications based on samples from eight different countries compiled by Van Uzendoorn and Kroonenberg (1988) .
Because age effects can be especially large for some interactive scales (e.g. this distance interaction), the Dutch sample was divided into two subsamples-younger (under 20 months) and older (20 months and over) infants-in order to differentiate age effects from cultural differences.
Means
Our analyses concentrate on proximity seeking (PROX), contact maintaining (CM), avoidance (AVOI), resistance (RES), and distance interaction (DIS) in the two reunion episodes, referred to äs Reunion l and Reunion T)
2. These episodes and scales are the most important ones for classifying infants in the Strange Situation. The means of the interactive scales for the cross-cultural samples were evaluated against the means reported in Ainsworth et al. (1978, p. 107, Table 13, p. 365, Table 32) . Although the first studies by Ainsworth and her colleagues (combined sample size 105) were exploratory, we decided to use the Ainsworth et al. data äs a Standard because the System for coding the Strange Situation was based on this data set. The required Standard deviations necessary for the evaluation were calculated from the si/es and Standard deviations of the classification subgroups presented in Table 33 (Ainsworth et al., 1978, p. 367) . Treating the Ainsworth means and the calculated Standard deviations äs population values, per scale confidence intervals were calculated for each cross-cultural sample-classification group äs if it were a sample from the Ainsworth population. In this way, a single-sample z test or Standard normal deviate lest was carried out to investigate whether the cross-cultural samples could be considered samples from a Standard (i.e., Ainsworth et al.'s) population. The critical value of the z test was adjusted for multiple testing by applying the Bonferroni correction for each scale and classification group separately, that is, by dividing the Standard a=.05 by the number of samples (9), giving a=.006, leading to a critical value of z=2.78.
Classifications
Because precise coding of crying is not considered necessary for classifying the Strange Situation "clinically," data on crying in the reunion episodes were not available in our multinational data set. Therefore, the Richters et al. (1988) classification functions could not be applied in their original form. The original functions are based on weighted scores for proximity seeking, contact maintaining, avoidance, resistance, and crying in the reunion episodes. Richters et al. first used functions to classify children either äs B or non-B and subsequently classified the originally A or C children äs A or C with new classification functions. High agreements between computed Classifications and original Classifications were found by Richters et al. (p. 517 ; approximately 91% agreement on B vs. non-B decisions, and 94% on A vs. C decisions; Cohen's, 1960 , kappa values were .82 and .88, respectively). Because Richters et al. carried out the A versus C discriminant analysis only with those cases that originally were coded äs anxiously attached and deleted those cases that were wrongly classified äs non-B in the first round, their agreement figures are somewhat inflated. Percentage agreement and kappa for the complete A, B, C classifications (below referred to äs A-B-C agreement and A-B-C kappa) were 88% and .79, respectively (Richters, personal communication, June 1989) .
At our request, Richters recomputed the functions without including crying. The A-B-C percentage agreement for these functions is 85% and the A-B-C kappa is .73. These values were remarkably similar to those for the functions including crying. The new functions tended to allocate more A children to B and more B children to C (see Appendix A for more details).
Replicated Principal Component Analysis
In replicated principal component analysis, the data from two or more occasions are supposed to have the same configuration of variables and subjects for each occasion, but the relative size or importance of the configuration is allowed to vary from one occasion to the next. With this technique it is possible to combine data from two or more occasions without first averaging over occasions. The model is a special case of the more general three-mode principal component model (Kroonenberg, 1983; Kroonenberg & De Leeuw, 1980; Tucker, 1966) .
More specifically, the model used has one single set of principal components for the samples and one single set of component loadings for the scales. In addition, a weight for each of the reunion episodes is estimated which indicates the relative contribution of the data of that episode to the total solution. By plotting the component scores and loadings in a single graph in the same manner äs in Gabriel's (1971) biplot, it is possible to study the relationships between the samples, the classification groups, and the scales jointly.
In our study per reunion episode, five scale means were calculated for each of the three classification groups (A, B, and C) crossed with each of 10 samples. Thus, in principle for each episode, a (3*10)-by-5 matrix was available for analysis. However, äs no A infants were present in the Japanese sample and no C infants in the younger Dutch sample, the actual size of each matrix was 28-by-5. These two matrices with means of the reunion episodes were simultaneously analyzed using a program for three-mode principal component analysis developed by Kroonenberg and De Leeuw (1980; Kroonenberg, 1983) .
RESULTS
Cross-Cultural Consistency in Coding the Interactive Scales
First, we tested whether mean scores on the interactive scales in the crosscultural samples were within the confidence interval of the (population) means of the Ainsworth scales. Tests were carried out for each classification separately to avoid differences in classification distributions influencing the number of interactive scale means falling outside the confidence bounds. In Table 2 , the number of means falling outside confidence bounds has been given, for each sample-classification combination. The number of deviations from the scale means was summed over the first and second reunion episode.
From Table 2 it can be derived that in the avoidantly attached category (A) 22 means, in the securely attached category (B) 33 means, and in the resistantly attached category (C) 17 means feil outside the confidence intervals. Ideally, one would like to lest whether there are any regularities in the deviations from the Ainsworth sample, for instance, whether certain samples show more deviations in certain scales than other samples do. Loglinear analysis on the 9 (Samples-S) by 5 (Interactive Scales-7) by 3 (Classifications-Q three-way contingency tables is not appropriate because of small expected values in virtually all cells (Bishop, Fienberg, & Holland, 1975) . Therefore, it was decided to sum over each way of the three-way contingency table in turn and test each of the resulting two-way tables (i.e., S by I, S by C, and I by Q separately for independence. Again, the usual assumptions are not completely fulfilled, but more so than in the complete three-way Because there are no significant two-way interactions involving the samples, differences between samples can be tested on the one-way margin by comparing the observed deviations from the Ainsworth sample with the uniform distribution. Such a test will establish whether some crosscultural samples deviate significantly more from the Ainsworth sample than other samples. From the Pearson's chi-square goodness-of-fit test, χ 2 (8, W=71)=9.00, p=.34, it follows that the distribution of deviations across samples does not significantly deviate from the expected values of a uniform distribution. That is, we did not find cross-cultural diiferences in the number of deviations from Ainsworth's scale means.
The most conspicuous aspect of Table 2 is that distance interaction accounts for half of the deviations (i.e., 36 out of 72) from the Ainsworth sample. Testing the deviations of scale means from the Ainsworth's scale means against the uniform distribution gives a highly significant chi square: χ 2 (4, N=7l)=44.90, p<.00l. When distance interaction is deleted, no significant effects remain. To show the nature of the deviations, a graph has been made depicting the deviations from the Ainsworth means. The latter are shown in Figure l äs a horizontal line, and the upper and lower confidence bounds based on the average sample size of the cross-cultural samples are shown äs well.
For both reunion episodes, almost all mean scores for distance interaction, including all significant ones, exceeded the Ainsworth means (Figure  1 ), irrespective of culture or classification group. 
Cross-Cultural Consistency in Coding the Strange Situation Classification
Scoring the interactive scales consistently across cultures is only the first
Step for consistently coding classifications in the Strange Situation. Until the article by Richters et al. (1988) , such coding was only performed using the extensive coding rules for deriving the classifications from the interactive scales by Ainsworth et al. (1978) . Using Richter's revised functions (without crying Parameters), we tried to reproduce the original classifications for all 442 infants from the multinational data set (see Table 3 ). Differences and correspondences between the original and computed classifications are given, äs well äs A-B-C percentage agreement and A-B-C kappas to measure chance-corrected agreement. Confidence intervals for the kappas are presented äs well, based upon the formula (13) of Fleiss, Cohen, and Everitt (1969) . The confidence intervals are very wide for these (small) samples, and their stability is not entirely clear (see Fleiss & Cicchetti, 1978) . In most samples, the functions reproduced the original classifications rather well, compared to the Overall recovery rate of 85% and a kappa of .73 in Richters et al.'s (1988) cross-validation sample. A notable exception was the Dutch sample with older subjects, which did not show any overlap with the Richters et al. confidence interval. Of the 17 B children in the Dutch sample with older infants classified äs A by the functions, 12 were originally coded äs Bl. The confidence intervals for kappa of three other samples showed overlap with the Richters et al. confidence interval, but their actual kappas were not contained in the latter. In the Japanese sample, the functions produced more A and fewer C classifications than the original coders did. In the Swedish and Dutch (young) samples, the functions produced more A and more C classifications than the original coders did. Because of the very skewed distribution of the Dutch sample with younger subjects, the rather low kappa is equal to the maximum value of the kappa for this distribution. The mean percentage of (A-B-C) agreement for the whole multinational data set is 83%, and the mean kappa is .66. The Overall A-B-C percentage agreement is 82%, and the corresponding kappa is .65.
Cross-Cultural Consistency in the Structural Relations Within the Strange Situation
In this section, we will simultaneously analyze the coding differences in means on the interactive scales and in classification groups through a replicated principal component analysis. Because of the aberrant behavior of distance interaction, this scale has not been included. This exclusion is also in accordance with its exclusion from the Richters et al. (1988) classification functions. In Figure 2 , the first two components are portrayed showing both the scores for each sample-classification group combination and the loadings for the interactive scales. The relative weight of the Reunion l and Reunion 2 episodes is .42 and .58, respectively. The loadings have been drawn äs vectors to clearly mark the difference between scores and loadings. The most striking feature of Figure 2 is the strong clustering of the classification groups. Clearly, classification groups across cultures are more alike than cultures across classification groups. The Dutch A and C infants are clustered with their counterparts from other countries, but the Dutch B infants show on average somewhat less proximity and contact maintaining and more avoidance than B infants from other samples. Their profile is, however, clearly distinct from the profile of A infants. The profile of the Japanese C infants shows somewhat less resistance and more proximity than that of most other C infants.
DISCUSSION
With a few exceptions, we were able to show that the Strange Situation procedures have been scored consistently across samples from different countries. First, we showed that the interactive scales in the two reunion episodes were scored in accordance with Ainsworth et al.'s (1978) coding rules. That is, mean scores on the interactive scales in our multinational data set did not deviate from the mean scores given in Ainsworth et al., except for distance interaction. All samples show more distance interaction than the original sample, indicating that a cross-cultural explanation is not required here. We suggest that the coding rules äs described in Ainsworth et al. do not reflect the intentions of the authors in such a way that systematically different interpretations have been excluded. Because of the less central position of distance interactions in classifying attachment relationships, coding rules may have been described somewhat more loosely than those for the other scales.
Secondly, we found a remarkable cross-cultural consistency in classifying the Strange Situation. Using the revised Richters et al. (1988) functions (i.e., without crying), good agreement appeared to exist between the original classifications and those computed by the functions. The average kappa for the reclassified Strange Situations from our data set is not much lower than the kappa found by Richters et al. in their cross-validation study. Because some shrinkage is likely to occur in applying the functions to other samples, the average agreement figure is quite satisfactory. Our average kappa is in the ränge of values indicating substantial agreement (.61-.80 according to Landis & Koch, 1977) , even if the only sample from the U.S.A. (the Thompson & Lamb, 1983, sample) is not taken into account. There is, therefore, evidence that the coding System has been consistently applied in these samples from several non-American countries. The multivariate analysis confirms this outcome in showing that classification groups are clustering, irrespective of country. Classification groups across countries are, therefore, more alike than are countries across classification groups.
Only the Dutch sample with older infants can be considered an exception to the general rule of substantial agreement between computed and original classifications. Note that it is also the sample with the largest number of deviations from the Ainsworth et al. scale means ( Table 2 ). The sample shows that the functions should be used with caution for infants that are 20 months or older. The behavioral and cognitive abilities of older infants allow them to depend more on distal modes of interaction and less on proximal modes, but the functions cannot take these developments into account äs can experienced coders. The Dutch (young) and Japanese samples show kappas in the ränge of values indicating moderate agreement (Landis & Koch, 1977) . We suspect that the modest kappa for the Dutch sample with younger infants is an artifact of the skewed distribution of the original classifications leading to a quite low maximum kappa. In the Japanese sample, the functions produce some A classifications that were originally coded äs B, and some B classifications that were originally coded äs C, thereby resulting in a more "Standard" distribution of attachment categories. Takahashi (1990) noted that different Japanese coders do not always agree on the classifications, implying that at least some of the Japanese classifications are disputable. Grossmann and Grossmann (1988) showed that their recoding of part of the Japanese sample led to more B and fewer C classifications. Furthermore, Japanese C infants are reported to cry longer and show less intensive resistant behavior (Takahashi, 1990) . The revised functions do not take crying into account, which could result in C infants being wrongly reclassified äs B. The principal component analysis confirms the particular Status of the Japanese and Dutch samples, but also shows that they are very similar to the other samples in several other respects, that is, the normal Status of Dutch A and C infants and Japanese B infants.
The cross-cultural applicability of the functions is quite good and might have been better if for all samples crying had been available. The functions can, therefore, not only be used for the purpose of establishing interlaboratory agreement within the U.S. (Richters et al., 1988) , but also between cultures. For older subjects, however, the functions appear to be of less value, and we suggest that for infants 20 months and older, new functions must be constructed to take the development of proximal to distal interaction patterns into account.
We do not consider the functions äs a valid replacement of clinically coding the Strange Situation. The functions may be used effectively to calibrate (cross-cultural) applications of the original coding System, but it has to be kept in mind that the correspondence between original and algorithmic classifications is by no means perfect.
In sum, our data show that the debate about the cross-cultural validity of the Strange Situation can be based on the assumption that attachment relationships have by and large been coded consistently across cultures. We would recommend the use of the functions in cross-cultural attachment research to detect possible systematic deviations from the coding rules. However, it would not be wise to rely blindly on the algorithmic classifications. If correspondence between original and algorithmic classifications is low or absent, researchers should be encouraged to have their Strange Situation classifications checked by experienced coders. Thompson, R.A., & Lamb, M.E. (1983) . Secunty of attachment and stranger sociability in infancy. Developmental Psvchologv, 19, 184-191. Tucker, L. R. (1966 
Appendix
The Richters Functions Without Crying As crying was not included in the multinational data set, at our request, John Richters was kind enough to recompute the discriminant functions without including crying. Furthermore, he allowed us to publish the revised functions äs part of this article. The way they are presented in Table Α -Ι is, however, slightly different from the way they were presented in Richters et al. (1988 , Tables 6 and 7) . First, we rounded the coefficients to two decimals and subsequently subtracted the Non-B function from the B function to obtain a single function such that positive and zero values lead to a B classification and negative values lead to a Non-B classification. Similarly, the A function was subtracted from the C function " New cases can be classifled with these functions by first multiplymg the observed scores with the appropriate coefflaent of the B/Non-B function and then addmg the resultmg values plus the constant If a Non-B classification results (i e., the sum is less than zero, B otherwise), the second function can be used in the same manner to decide between an A or C classification (C if sum is greater than or equal to zero, A otherwisel.
to obtain a single function such that positive and zero values lead to a C classification and negative values lead to an A classification. Of our 442 cases, 441 received the same classification äs with the six-decimal original functions. The one deviation resulted from a difference in the third decimal for the B/Non-B function (-0.00126 vs. 0.00000). In other words, this case was exactly on the borderline between B and Non-B.
